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Introduction
Data centers are critical components for the correct and efficient functioning of a number of business sectors. Any interruption in a data center operation can virtually bring 
down an entire business to its knees, unless an efficient backup strategy is devised. The use case envisioned in this demonstration consists of a backup data center that can 
temporarily substitute the primary data center in the presence of an imminent disaster. The backup and primary data centers, which must be located at a sufficient 
geographical distance from one another to guarantee spatial diversity, are interconnected by a programmable optical fiber network consisting of multi-vendor Open ROADM 
equipment. Upon detection of an imminent disaster affecting the primary data center, the PROnet SDN Orchestrator executes an automatic procedure whose goal is to live 
migrate the Virtual Machines (VMs), currently running at the primary data center, to the backup data center in the shortest possible time interval. To achieve this goal, the 
PROnet Orchestrator makes concurrent use of three open source platforms: Open ROADM, OpenFlow, and OpenStack. The first platform is used to dynamically establish a 
high data rate optical circuit between the two data centers, the second platform is used to establish a data flow between the top of the rack switches of two compute node 
racks, one at the primary and one at the backup data center, and the third platform is used to execute the live migration of the VMs over said data flow and optical circuit. 
The procedure terminates once all of the VMs are successfully running at the backup data center and both the data flow and optical circuits are relinquished. 

Integration of Open ROADM TransportPCE and PROnet SDN Orchestrator
All of the functions implemented in this demonstration are controllable through an open standards-based API written in the data modeling language YANG. This API is 
accessed through an SDN controller using NETCONF interface for service provisioning and network monitoring. Two ROADMs are controlled by the Open ROADM 
TransportPCE plugin. This is an open source plugin implemented  in the OpenDaylight (ODL) controller.  The required disaster recovery steps are sequentially launched by 
the PROnet SDN Orchestrator, which first provisions a wavelength circuit (at 100 Gbps) between the primary data center, affected by the imminent disaster, and the backup 
data center,  then creates end-to-end Ethernet flows between the servers in the two data centers, requests the live migration of the VMs from the primary data center to 
the backup data center through OpenStack, and finally relinquishes the network resources, when they are not any longer used.

Optical Specifications
Based on the optical functions, two optical specifications can 
be defined, 1) Single-Wavelength (or W) to define how 
Pluggable Optics or Transponders interoperate and 2) Multi-
Wavelength (or MW) to define how ROADMs interoperate.

Open ROADM MSA
The goals of the Open ROADM Multi-Source Agreement 
(MSA) are 1) the disaggregation and opening up of 
traditionally proprietary ROADM systems, and 2) the SDN-
enablement of traditionally stationary ROADMs. 
In this demo Ciena and Fujitsu’s ROADMs and transponders 
are interchangeably interconnected to demonstrate Single-
Wavelength and Multi-Wavelength interoperability. 

ROADM Systems Disaggregation
ROADM system disaggregation is accomplished by both hardware disaggregation and functional 
disaggregation. The former refers to defining a common set of hardware provided by multiple vendors. 
The latter refers to defining optical functions. This demonstration focuses on functional disaggregation 
only, specifically targeting three optical functions defined by the Open ROADM MSA: 1) ROADM, 2) 
Transponder, and 3) Pluggable Optics.
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